
Mycena Cave Dungeon Diving Rescue Analysis 

Mycena Cave is, in essence, a virtual pet forum with gamey elements. Players can earn currency by 

playing games or posting creative works, which revolve around the forum/chat room based 

community. Additionally, every once in a while an event takes place, offering players the chance to 

earn extra currency or obtain items limited to that event. These events range from click-based 

assembly (click a button every x minutes to collect a thing, assemble multiple things into an object, 

send the object to another player for points, use points to purchase limited edition event items) to 

fully creative (write an engaging roleplay around a theme, or including a specific character). They can 

also be in the form of ‘quick fun’ games. 

This document shows examples of the analysis I ran for a "Choose Your Own Adventure" style 

dungeon designed by fellow Mycena Cave staff members. They designed a cave system where users 

could choose a path from every room they reached (i.e. left/right, red/green, roll a dice, et cetera) 

with the goal of eventually reaching the end of the cave. Every room would award points, and some 

rooms could set them back all the way to the beginning or teleport them to another path entirely. 

First, I replicated the cave system and the chance-based elements in the Machinations framework, to 

simulate the paths players would take with certain frequencies. I then ran the simulation a series of 

times to collect batches of paths the players could take and calculate how often players reached the 

end of the cave, how many points they earned from a run on average, and how many rooms they 



would visit per run. These estimates were then used to tweak the design and percentages to be more 

balanced, and eventually price the limited edition event items in the event prize shop. 

 


